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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The aim of this document is to define the evaluation criteria that will be adopted during the Validation 

phase of the project. 
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1 LIST OF ACRONYMS 

 

 

Acronyms Meaning 

IA Involved Agency 

NFR Non Functional Requirement 

UAT User Acceptance Test 

SOIR Head Unit of civil protection  

  

 

 

 

 

2 INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of the document is to specify all functional and non-functional evaluation criteria of 

the C2-SENSE pilot application. 

The challenge is to verify if the application, and the overall solution, can fit to a user’s needs. 

 

In order to better understand the validation criteria, it is important to describe the main topic or 

concepts known in literature, which can help in better understanding and identifying C2-SENSE 

Pilot application validation criteria. 

2.1 Concept involved in evaluation process 

 

In this section we report on some concepts known in literature that can help to better understand 

how C2-SENSE evaluation criteria were selected. 
 

2.1.1 Scope of the Validation / Evaluation 

 

The scope of the validation is well defined in the project document ‘ Annex I – “Description of 

Work” and serves as the description of the task 7.4. Bold text highlights the main concept and 

activities that must be carried out. 

 

In this task, the testing environment for the C2-SENSE pilot application, which will be developed 

on top of the integrated C2-SENSE components, will be constructed. The assessment criteria will 

be defined as test case scenarios. The required tests that will be performed on the developed pilot 

application for the thoroughly examination of the system will be defined. The realized system for 

the pilot application scenarios will be tested as a whole in the test environment by the end users. 

The tests will be carried out in parallel with the deployment of the pilot application. The feedback 
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from the users will be collected through questionnaires, which will be provided to the system 

developers to enhance the functionalities of the C2-SENSE final product. 
 

 

2.1.2 Functional requirement  

In software engineering (and systems engineering), a functional requirement defines a function of 

a system and its components. A function is described as a set of inputs, the behavior, and outputs. 

Functional requirements may be calculations, technical details, data manipulation and processing 

and other specific functionality that define what a system is supposed to accomplish. Behavioral 

requirements describing all the cases where the system uses the functional requirements are 

captured in use cases. Generally, functional requirements are expressed in the form "system must 

do <requirement>", while non-functional requirements are "system shall be <requirement>". The 

plan for implementing functional requirements is detailed in the system design. The plan for 

implementing non-functional requirements is detailed in the system architecture. 

As defined in requirements engineering, functional requirements specify particular results of a 

system. Functional requirements drive the application architecture of a system, while non-

functional requirements drive the technical architecture of a system. 

2.1.3 Non-functional requirement  

 

Non-functional requirements define the overall qualities or attributes of the resulting system and 

place restrictions on the product being developed, the development process, and specify external 

constraints that the product must meet. 
 

Wikipedia defines non-functional requirements as follows1: 

In systems engineering and requirements engineering, a non-functional requirement is a requirement that 

specifies criteria that can be used to judge the operation of a system, rather than specific behaviors. This 

should be contrasted with functional requirements that define specific behavior or functions. The plan for 

implementing functional requirements is detailed in the system design. The plan for implementing non-

functional requirements is detailed in the system architecture. 

Broadly, functional requirements define what a system is supposed to do whereas non-functional 

requirements define how a system is supposed to be. Functional requirements are usually in the form of 

"system shall do…", while non-functional requirements are "system shall be… ". 

Non-functional requirements are often called qualities of a system. Other terms for non-functional 

requirements are "constraints", "quality attributes", "quality goals", "quality of service requirements" and 

"non-behavioral requirements". Informally these are sometimes called the "ilities"2, from attributes like 

stability and portability. Qualities (i.e., non-functional requirements) can be divided into two main 

categories: 

1. Execution qualities, such as security and usability, which are observable at run time. 

                                                      

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-functional_requirement 

2 ility is an abstract quality that good software should exhibit. The origin of the name derives from the common suffix 

of various desirable qualities, e.g. testability, reliability. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_engineering
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Use_case
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirements_analysis
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Requirement
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2. Evolution qualities, such as testability, maintainability, extensibility and scalability, which are 

embodied in the static structure of the software system. 

(For example:) 

A system may be required to present the user with a display of the number of records in a database. This 

is a functional requirement. How up-to-date this number needs to be is a non-functional requirement. If 

the number needs to be updated in real time, the system architects must ensure that the system is capable 

of updating the displayed record count within an acceptably short interval of the number of records 

changing. 

2.1.4 Acceptance test 

‘Acceptance tests’ are operations that involve producer and final user in order to deliver a product 

or a service.  The acceptance test suite is running using predefined acceptance test procedures to 

instruct the testers on which data to use, which step-by-step processes to follow and on to inform 

the user of the expected result following execution. The actual results are retained for comparison 

with the expected results. If the actual results match the expected results for each test case, the test 

case is said to pass. If the quantity of non-passing test cases does not breach the project's 

predetermined threshold, the test suite is said to pass. If not, the system may either be rejected or 

accepted on conditions previously agreed between the sponsor and the manufacturer. 

The anticipated result of a successful test execution: 

 Test cases are executed, using predetermined data 

 Actual results are recorded 

 Actual and expected results are compared, and 

 Test results are determined. 

The objective is to provide confidence that the developed product meets both the functional and 

non-functional requirements. The purpose of conducting acceptance testing is that once completed, 

and provided the acceptance criteria are met, it is expected the sponsors will sign-off on the product 

development/enhancement as satisfying the defined requirements (previously agreed between 

business and product provider/developer). 

2.1.5 User acceptance test 

User acceptance testing (UAT) consists of a process of verifying that a solution is acceptable for 

the user. It is not system testing (ensuring software does not crash and meets documented 

requirements), but rather ensures that the solution will work for the user, i.e., test the user accepts 

the solution (software vendors often refer to this as "Beta testing"). 

This testing should be undertaken by a subject-matter expert (SME), preferably the owner or client 

of the solution under test, and it should provide a summary of the findings for confirmation to 

proceed after trial or a review. In software development, UAT is one of the final stages of a project, 

and it often occurs before a client or customer accepts the new system. Users of the system perform 

tests in line with what would occur in real-life scenarios. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subject-matter_expert
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_development_process
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It is important that the materials given to the tester be similar to the materials that the end user will 

have. It should provide testers with real-life scenarios such as the three most common tasks or the 

three most difficult tasks you expect an average user will undertake. Instructions on how to 

complete the tasks must not be provided. 

The UAT acts as a final verification of the required business functionality and proper functioning 

of the system, emulating real-world usage conditions on behalf of the paying client or a specific 

large customer. If the software works as required and without issues during normal use, one can 

reasonably extrapolate the same level of stability in production. 

User tests, usually performed by clients or by end-users, do not normally focus on identifying 

simple problems such as spelling errors or cosmetic problems, nor on showstopper defects, such 

as software crashes; testers and developers previously identify and fix these issues during earlier 

unit testing, integration testing, and system testing phases. 

UAT should be executed against test scenarios. Test scenarios usually differ from System or 

Functional test cases in the sense that they represent a "player" or "user" journey. The broad nature 

of the test scenario ensures that the focus is on the journey and not on technical or system-specific 

key presses, staying away from "click-by-click" test steps to allow for a variance in users' steps 

through systems. Test scenarios can be broken down into logical "days", which are usually where 

the actor (player/customer/operator) system (backoffice, front end) changes. 

The results of these tests give confidence to the client(s) as to how the system will perform in 

production. There may also be legal or contractual requirements for acceptance of the system. 

2.1.6 Validation checks 

 

Validation checks ensures that the product design satisfies or fits the intended use (high-level 

checking), i.e., the software meets the user requirements. This is done through dynamic testing and 

other forms of review. 

Verification and validation are not the same thing, although they are often confused. The 

difference between them is: 

 Verification: Are we building the product right? (This is static method for verifying design 

and code. Software verification is human based checking of documents and files 

 Validation: Are we building the right product? (This is dynamic process for checking and 

testing the real product. Software validation always involves executing the code) 

Moreover, according to the Capability Maturity Model (CMMI-SW v1.1), these terms are defined 

in the following way: 

 Software Verification: The process of evaluating software to determine whether the 

products of a given development phase satisfy the conditions imposed at the start of that 

phase. [IEEE-STD-610] 

 Software Validation: The process of evaluating software during or at the end of the 

development process to determine whether it satisfies specified requirements. [IEEE-STD-

610]. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_bug
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crash_(computing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unit_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integration_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/System_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dynamic_testing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capability_Maturity_Model
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In other words, software verification is ensuring that the product has been built according to the 

requirements and design specifications, while software validation ensures that the product actually 

meets the user's needs, and that the specifications were correct in the first place. Software 

verification ensures that "you built it right". Software validation ensures that "you built the right 

thing". Software validation confirms that the product, as provided, will fulfill its intended use. 

 

2.2 ISO 9126-25010 approach on non-functional Requirement 

 

ISO-IEC standard approached to the problem of verifying Non Functional Requirement. For C2-

SENSE it’s correct to take inspiration from ISO. Here a short list of document that treats the topic 

and that was used in our work: 

 

http://www.sqa.net/iso9126.html 

http://www.arisa.se/compendium/node6.html 

http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/~cs3710/PMmaterials/Resources/9126-2%20Standard.doc 

http://iso25000.com/index.php/en/iso-25000-standards 

 

ISO suggests that solution attributes can be divided into 3 main categories, called “Qualities”. 

These Qualities serve as a top-level breakdown of non-functional requirements: 

 Intrinsic Qualities: characteristics of the product/solution itself 

 Usage Qualities: characteristics related to outcomes of user interaction with the 

product/solution  

 External Qualities: market-related characteristics associated with the product/solution 

 

Within these 3 top-level categories, we can define sub-categories called "Characteristics" that 

describe fairly high-level qualities of the product/solution: 

 

Table 1 Qualities of a software 

Intrinsic Qualities 

Characteristic Description 

Functional Suitability 
The degree to which a product meets stated and implied needs when used under specified 

conditions 

Performance Efficiency The performance relative to the amount of resources used under stated conditions 

Compatibility 
The degree to which a product can exchange information with other products, and/or perform 

its required functions, while sharing the same hardware or software environment 

Usability 
The degree to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 

effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use 

Reliability 
The degree to which a product performs specified functions under specified conditions for a 

specified period of time 

Security 
The degree to which a product protects information and data so that persons or other products 

have the degree of data access appropriate to their types and levels of authorization 

http://www.sqa.net/iso9126.html
http://www.arisa.se/compendium/node6.html
http://www.cse.unsw.edu.au/~cs3710/PMmaterials/Resources/9126-2%20Standard.doc
http://iso25000.com/index.php/en/iso-25000-standards
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Maintainability 
The degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a product or system can be modified by 

the intended maintainers 

Portability 
The degree of effectiveness and efficiency with which a system, product or component can be 

transferred from one hardware, software or other operational or usage environment to another 

 

Usage Qualities 

Characteristic Description 

Effectiveness The accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals 

Efficiency 
The resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with which users achieve 

goals 

Satisfaction 
The degree to which user needs are satisfied when a product or system is used in a specified 

context of use  

Freedom from Risk 

(Safety) 

The degree to which a product or system mitigates the potential risk to economic status, human 

life, health, or the environment 

Context Coverage 

(Usability Scope) 

The degree to which a product or system can be used with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom 

from risk and satisfaction in both specified contexts of use and in contexts beyond those 

initially explicitly identified 

 

External Qualities 

Characteristic Description 

Service Cost 
The financial burden undertaken by the enterprise to implement, support, and retire the product 

or system 

Vendor Risk Mitigation 
The degree to which support, cost and longevity risks the Vendor can demonstrate there are 

minimal risks associated with selecting a product from them 

Product Risk Mitigation 
The degree to which functionality, cost and longevity risks associated with investing in the 

product can be mitigated 
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3 C2-SENSE pilot application evaluation criteria 

Form the C2-SENSE perspective the final user is the most important actor. For this reason all the 

evaluation criteria must be focused from the perspective of the user. In other words an evaluation 

criteria needs to be focused on the ‘Validation’ and not just on Verification. Just for clarification’ 

sake, it is right to say that the term ‘user’ in this document means ‘agency or organization involved 

in the emergency management’. In order to avoid misunderstandings, the term ‘Involved Agency’ 

(IA) will be used instead of ‘user’.  

 

IA operators look mainly at the following aspects: 

 The solution is useful, in sense that it reduces work during an emergency, decreases loss 

of information and increases the quality of service. 

 The solution works, in the sense that can be applicable for the real world. 

 The solution is affordable.  

 

For this reason the validation phase of the C2-SENSE project will be organized according to the 

following rules: 

 Similar to anUser Acceptance Test focused on the user needs. (see Sec. 2.1.5). Objective 

evaluation will be performed using a pre-defined list of checks. 

 Validation: The application will be validated (Sec. 2.1.6) and not just verified. It means 

that IA operator will be involved in order to understand if C2-SENSE solution can work or 

not. Objective and Subjective evaluation will be performed:  

 

Figure 1 C2-SENSE validation inputs 
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The main challenge for C2-SENSE Validation is to cope with two aspects that make the validation 

quite different from a regular software project: 

 C2-SENSE is a Research project: The components produced are not commercial products. 

This involves that the solution are only partially mature but not really market-ready.  

 Technical aspect difficult to evaluate. End IA user or operator may not understand technical 

matters. C2-SENSE team will support operators in this evaluation. 

As defined in the Description of Work (DoW); the evaluation criteria must cover two major needs: 

 Evaluate the functional requirements  

 Evaluate the non-functional requirements 

 

The result of the evaluation process will help to understand the current C2-SENSE components 

quality in order to compare them to the ‘ideal’ C2-SENSE product. 

 

3.1 Constitution of validation team 

 

The outcomes of C2-SENSE are mainly server component or interface connection component that 

the final user does not know about. The IA operator, during the execution of the pilot application, 

will see only the effect of the C2-SENSE framework on specific product involved or on specific 

UI defined for the purpose. This aspect means that the C2-SENSE evaluation is not an easy task 

to accomplish and therefore will be performed by technicians who have strong skills in software 

and application development in relation with the emergency domain. 

 

 

 

The validation team must be composed of several actors:  

 IA operator,  

 experienced technician on the emergency system (provided 

by Regola) 

 C2-SENSE component producer (provided by all 

consortium partners) 

 

 

 

 

The validation team will comprise all necessary knowledge, i.e., user knowledge and technical 

knowledge, in order to evaluate functional and non-functional aspects using the criteria specified 

in this document. 

 

 
 

3.2 Evaluation of C2-SENSE components 
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From the IA operator point of view C2-SENSE is something that operates behind the scene. That 

is because C2-SENSE framework allows C2 systems, Sensor networks or other systems to 

collaborate.  

 

Figure 2 C2-SENSE pilot application concepts 

 

 

Because of the difficulty to make aware the IA operator about the complexity of the system the 

idea is to evaluate the quality of C2-SENSE measuring their effects of the regular operator’s 

operations. 

  

This evaluation process can be described in three major steps: 

 Execution of the pilot application: in this phase all the data will be gathered by the 

validating team 

 Score: for each activity there will be assigned a score 

 Report: At the end of the activity a report will be produced 
 

 

 

Figure 3 Validation process 

 

 

 

3.2.1 C2-SENSE component list 

 

Here we report on the C2-SENSE components used to deploy the pilot application. 

All the enlisted components will be evaluated in order to have a validation report. 
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Table 2 List of C2Sense Component used in pilot application 

Component Consortium technical 

account 

End User operators 

operates directly on it 

(YES/NO) 

Collaboration Environment AIT NO 

Profile generator SRDC NO 

Profile Execution Engine Lutech SpA NO* 

Message Communication 

Platform 

Lutech SpA NO 

Data Integrators Lutech SpA NO 

Enterprise Service Bus Lutech SpA NO 

SLA/OLA Negotiation Tools Lutech SpA Not Applicable** 

Emergency Maps Tool AIT YES 

Object Of Interest AIT NO 

Sensor Management Tool AIT YES 

Emergency Application 

Protocol Adapter 

Sagem NO 

Emergency Ontology Creator 

Tool 

SRDC NO 

Mapping Generator Tool SRDC NO* 

Profile Definition Tool SRDC NO 

Profile Specialization Tool SRDC NO* 

Profile Monitoring Tool SRDC NO* 

Security and Privacy Tool SRDC NO 

Emergency Map Tool AIT YES 

Sensor Managmeent Tool AIT YES 

Object Of Interest server AIT NO 

LimitChecker AIT NO 

C2-SENSE IP Gateway PIAP YES 

   

 

* Access granted only to Technical Operators.  

** Is a collection of documents. 

 

The evaluation of the enlisted component will be executed according the following rules: 

 For the functional evaluation: the components will be evaluated indirectly examining the 

effects of these components on the operator’s work. Eg:  

o Scenario to evaluate: Imagine the case when an IA operator handles emergency call 

using a specific C2-system external to C2-SENSE. Then he requires a resource (a 

bus) and asks one to the fire brigade as a specific service (send a bus to collect 

people)  

o What will be evaluated: In this case will be evaluated that the request of a bus start 

from the operator’s c2-system to the one of the fire brigade. 
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 For the non-functional evaluation: All the component will be evaluated on all the 

requirements identified in this document (sec 3.4)  

3.3 Functional evaluation criteria  

 

3.3.1 Scope-based evaluation 

 

The functional requirements are categorized by scope. There are two categories of scopes: 

 Connected with integration profiles: The Integration Profile represents a running 

‘scenario’ recognized from users and technology providers. In latter instance it is the 

linkage between high level functional operations and usage scenario. The scopes selected 

are the ‘integration profiles’ introduced in D7.2 Sec. 4.1.2. 

 Not connected with integration profiles: Scopes can also involve other operation not 

covered by profiles like configuration, training, etc. 

 

The following subsections provide detailed information on the list of scopes involved in functional 

validation. 

3.3.1.1 Situation Reporting 

 

In an emergency situation it is crucial to have the picture of operation. Organizations taking part 

in emergency operations send situation reports to other concerned organizations so that situational 

awareness evolves, additional precautions can be taken or emergency plan can be updated and so 

on. In this regard, Situation Reporting Profile will be used for transmitting timely available 

situation reports.  

Example: National Weather Service makes weather forecast and publishes a bulletin to all 

interested systems (N.4 of Pilot Application Activity Table) 
 

3.3.1.2 Mission Plan 

 

One of the most important things to deal with a crisis or disaster is to have a mission plan. To 

initiate emergency operation, competent authorities evaluate the situation, create a mission plan 

according to evaluations and country’s organizational structure, and send it to related 

organizations. Mission Plan Profile will be used for sending and updating the mission plan and 

checking its status. 

Example: SOIR sends a message to the Volunteer system asking them to execute an activity 

(N.21). Volunteer system accepts the request (N.22 of Pilot Application Activity Table). 
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3.3.1.3 Scheduling 

 

Schedule of the missions to be executed is as important as the mission plan itself. Organizations 

need to know exactly when to execute their missions in an emergency operation as well as what to 

do. Therefore, Scheduling will be used for providing a schedule for the mission plan. It will be 

used in conjunction with the Mission Plan. 

Example: SOIR sends a message to involved COC system with the order of ‘apply the civil 

protection plan’ (N.14 of Pilot Application Activity Table). 

3.3.1.4 Resource Management 

 

During a crisis, it is important to manage resources effectively. Resource may refer to assets such 

as fire trucks, boats, ambulances, temporary rest centres; or people from a variety of organizations. 

A number of people take part and a number of assets are used in emergency operations. 

Organizations need to know the availability of resources and allocate the required amount of them 

for their operations quickly. In this regard, Resource Management will be used for querying, 

allocating, reserving and releasing the resources in emergency operations. Example: CCS System 

asks Fire Service, Army, Police Dept. etc. the availability of resources, equipments etc. (N. 35). 

Fire service provides available means and positions (N. 36 of Pilot Application Activity Table). 
 

3.3.1.5 Alert 

 

Alerts are starting point of all emergency operations. For example, when water level of a river 

exceeds the threshold value, emergency teams are immediately alerted for possible flood risk. 

Furthermore, during crises, it may be necessary to inform some organizations when specific events 

occurred. Alert Profile will be used for sending alerts to other organizations and notifying them. 

Example: SOIR sends a message to CP Alerting system in order to inform people of Local 

Authority involved by bad weather condition (N. 12 of Pilot Application Activity Table). SOIR 

informs CCS System about new flooding area (N. 57 of Pilot Application Activity Table). 

3.3.1.6 Hospital Communication 

 

The main aim of emergency operations is to save and secure people’s lives. During crises, injuries 

happen and victims are taken to the hospitals. When the number of victims taken to a hospital 

increases, hospital becomes full, meaning that there are no available beds, supplies or personnel. 

In this case, victims need to be transferred to another hospital or directed to a hospital in advance. 

For this purpose, it is essential for organizations to communicate with hospitals as well as hospitals 

to communicate with each other. In this regard, Hospital Communication profile will be used for 

managing hospital related stuffs such as checking the number of available beds, checking the 

availability of a service of hospital, or checking the location of ambulance and off-site personnel 

and so on. 

Example: Healthcare Information System sends the status of resources (bed availability, 

equipment availability) for the emergency to CCS and MED system (N. 75 of Pilot Application 

Activity Table). 
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3.3.1.7 Tracking of Citizens 

 

Tracking patients/victims/citizens is another important aspect that should be managed properly in 

emergency situations. It might be necessary to evacuate victims from unsecure area to rest centers, 

evacuate injured victims to hospital, transfer patient to another hospital etc. During this operations, 

it should be possible to know that where the victim is at any time. Tracking of Citizens Profile will 

be used for tracking victims and patients during evacuation and transfer operations. 

Example: MED system sends data to CCS about rescued victims with the destination hospital 

(N. 77 of Pilot Application Activity Table).  

3.3.1.8 Sensor Management 

 

Sensors are key components to monitor the environment, forecast emergency situations and 

manage crises effectively. Therefore, sensors should be managed properly before, during, and after 

emergency situations. Sensor Management Profile will be used for managing sensors. Sensors will 

be activated, deactivated, controlled and checked; as well as measurements of sensors will be read 

through this profile.  

Example: CFD System queries the Sensor Monitoring system about current data of some 

specific sensor (N. 8 of Pilot Application Activity Table). 

3.3.1.9 Enterprise User Authentication and Authorization (EUAA) 

 

EUAA Profile will be used to provide users a single name and centralized authentication process 

across all systems. It defines a means to establish one name per user that can then be used on all 

of the devices and software that participate in this integration profile. It greatly facilitates 

centralized user authentication management and provides users with the convenience and speed of 

a single sign-on. This profile also supports methods of passing the user identity to services in a 

secure way, which provides necessary mechanism for authorization. 
 

3.3.1.10  Audit Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA) 

 

ATNA Profile will be used for providing centralized privacy audit trail and node to node 

authentication to create a secured domain. It defines basic security features for an individual 

system for use as part of the security and privacy environment. It defines 

 How to authenticate network connections (Authentication) 

 How to authorize network connections (Authorization) 

 Audit message format and transport protocol (Audit Trail) 

3.3.1.11 Emergency Situation Map 

 

This profile will be used to provide users with a common operational picture, i.e., a real-time 

overview of the crisis situation in form of a map layer and features (data) layer. The maps can be 

raster or based on specific features, such as water flows, terrain, etc.  The data are either real-time 
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or aggregated and derived (i.e., mean values) where possible and required. The profile supports 

decision making process and is a basis for communication among the actors. 

Example: Province publishes relevant data about circulation on main roads. Data is shown with 

a public web GIS (N. 29 of Pilot Application Activity Table). 

3.3.1.12  Situation Analysis 

 

This profile will be used to manage/activate/deactivate/show the user the situation “on the ground” 

after applying the analysis of the relevant data. The analysis is performed for the chosen period 

and chosen datasets. The profile supports decision making process, and offers prediction 

capability. This is a basis for communication among the actors. The difference from the Emergency 

Map Profile is that it is reserved for decision makers only and shows some situation prediction, 

while the EM profile shows only the current situation. 

Example: CFD Operator studies the Dewetra maps and discovers new flooding areas (N. 56 of 

Pilot Application Activity Table). 

3.3.1.13  Permission 

 

In an emergency situation, different actors/organizations take different actions according to 

country’s emergency plan. In order to take some of the actions, an organization may require 

permission from an upper level organization. In this regard, Permission Profile will be used for 

asking permission from an upper level organization to perform some specific action. Upper level 

organization will be able to give permission or decline the request through the same profile. 

Example: In current scenario, there is not an item where this profile can be used. 

3.3.1.14 Configuration  

 

This scope covers all operation in order to set up all the C2-SENSE components for the pilot 

application. It is a technical scope but it is important because it is a pre-requisite for the others. It 

will be useful in order to evaluate if the system is easy to configure. 

3.3.2 Selection of function to evaluate 

 

During the design phase, a Pilot application was defined in order to meet most of the IA needs in 

terms of operational interoperability: what we have to do in order to cover all the emergency 

management needs. This drove us to have a very detailed list of actions that will be executed during 

the pilot application validation phase.  (D 7.2 sec 4.1.3.3.2 the inter-node activity)  

This list contains all the functions that need to be validated. For every item the list contains: 

 Scope : the profile scope defined from those enlisted in  D7.2 Sec. 4.1.2 Integration profile 

for Pilot App 

 Evaluation test procedure: the information necessary to execute the function in terms of: 

pre-requisites, data, manual operation required, etc. 

 Expected result: the result of the function.  
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The full list of evaluation test is in the file D7.4-Function-EvaluationCriteria.xls. 

3.3.3 How to evaluate functions 

 

The evaluation of functional criteria will be performed in three steps: 

 Objective evaluation 

 Subjective evaluation 

 Reports 

3.3.3.1 Objective evaluation  

 

The evaluation team will execute the validation according to this procedure: 

 Execute operation defined in the function, 

 Evaluate objectively the result according to the declared ‘Expected results’, 

 Talk to the IA operator to get their point of view, concerns, etc. 

 

During validation a score is defined for every function according to the following rule: 

 

- 0 : Function not covered by the solution at all.  

- 1 : Function covered minimally, but is not sufficient and cannot be accepted in the real 

world. 

- 2 : Function covered, but some critical/important issue was detected (Eg: cost too high, bad  

performance…). The IA can accept the issue temporarily with the promise of a fix. 

- 3 : Function covered and it is coherent with the reference. Some issue was identified, but a 

user can accept the solution.  

- 4 : Function covered, it is coherent with the reference and no issue was identified. 

 

Annotation: in order to identify issues it is important to mix: 

 IA operator’s point of view 

 Technical point of view 

 State of the art of IT solutions. 

 

Every score is accompanied by an annotation, if necessary, in order to clarify or specify why that 

score was assigned. 

The evaluation of the score will be executed by the evaluations team during the final test of pilot 

application. 

3.3.3.2 Scope Subjective evaluation  

 

As a second step, an interview with an IA operator is needed in order to understand if gaps are 

present in the C2-SENSE operational scope.  

For every scope an interview is necessary in order to discover the gaps and define and propose 

improvement actions.  

The questions of the interview are listed in the following table: 
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Scope Subjective evaluation criteria 

4.1.2.1 
Situation 
Reporting 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution decreases your response time in emergency management? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

4.1.2.2 Mission 
Plan 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution decreases your response time in emergency management? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

 

Annotation: could be useful to verify with operator if C2-SENSE helps to 

share procedures or protocols among actors. 

4.1.2.3 
Scheduling 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

4.1.2.4 
Resource 

Management 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

4.1.2.5 Alert 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

4.1.2.6 Hospital 
Communication 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your response time in emergency management? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

4.1.2.7 Tracking 
of Citizens 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 

4.1.2.8 Sensor 
Management 

- Does the solution handle all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5. 
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4.1.2.9 
Enterprise User 
Authentication 

and 
Authorization 

(EUAA) 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this function will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

- Is the solution coherent and safe for emergency management domain 

 

4.1.2.10 Audit 
Trail and Node 
Authentication 

(ATNA) 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this function will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

- Does the solution drive all the information you need? 

- Does the solution is safe? 

- Is information easy to collect? 

- Is information easy to understand? 

 

4.1.2.11 
Emergency 

Situation Map 

- Does the solution drive all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5 

4.1.2.12 
Situation 
Analysis 

- Does the solution drive all the information you need? 

- Does the solution reduce the operator’s work load? 

- Does the solution increases your efficiency in performing the task? 

- Does the solution decrease the loss of information? 

- overall impression from 0 to 5 

4.1.2.13 
Permission 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this scope will be evaluated 

mainly from the IT experts’ point of view. 

-Is the solution coherent and safe for emergency management system? 

 

4.1.2.14 
Configuration 

- Was it easy to configure C2-SMSE pilot application environment? 

- Is it easy to verify the configuration is correct? 

- Overall impression from 0 to 5 

 

 

For every question the Evaluation Team collects a score. The score is then assigned using the 

following rules: 

 

 0 : I totally disagree  - or – very bad  

 1 : I disagree – or - bad 

 2 : I barely  disagree  

 3 : I barely   approve  

 4 : I approve – or - good   

 5 : I totally approve – or – very good  

 

Annotation: in order to identify an issue it is important to mix: 

 IA operator’s point of view 
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 Technical point of view 

 State of the art of IT solutions 

 

Every score will be accompanied by an annotation, if necessary, in order to clarify or specify why 

that score was assigned. 

3.3.3.3 Report  

 

Will be produced three reports in order to have a clear understanding of the results. 

 Functional objective evaluation Report:  reports the result of the objective evaluation on 

functions.  

 Subjective evaluation report: reports the result of the subjective evaluation.  

 Comprehensives Evaluation: Report the mix of functional and subjective evaluation. The 

aim of this report is to produce a unique indicator that mixes together all the aspects. 

 

 Functional Objective Evaluation Report 

 

Result of the objective evaluation will be inserted into a grid using the following rule: 

 Scope: name of the scope 

 Objective evaluation: (average objective point of the scope)/(max score for the scope).  

 

Then a grid and a Radar Chart will be elaborated in order to visually evaluate the Functional 

compliancy from an objective point of view. This is shown in the example below. 

 

Table 3 example of objective evaluation score 

Scope - objective evaluation Average score 

4.1.2.1 Situation Reporting 5 

4.1.2.2 Mission Plan 3 

4.1.2.3 Scheduling 4 

4.1.2.4 Resource Management 4 

4.1.2.5 Alert 3 

4.1.2.6 Hospital Communication 4 

4.1.2.7 Tracking of Citizens 5 

4.1.2.8 Sensor Management 3 

4.1.2.9 Enterprise User Authentication and 

Authorization (EUAA) 
2 

4.1.2.10 Audit Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA) 4 

4.1.2.11 Emergency Situation Map 2 

4.1.2.12 Situation Analysis 3 

4.1.2.13 Permission 2 

4.1.2.13 Configuration 5 
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Figure 4 Example of radar chart of objective evaluation 

 

 

 

Subjective Evaluation Report 

 

Result of the subjective evaluation will be inserted into a grid using the following rule: 

- Scope: name of the scope 

- Objective evaluation: (average objective point of the scope)/( max score for the scope).  

 

Then a grind and a Radar Chart will be elaborated in order to visually evaluate the Functional 

compliancy from a subjective point of view. . This is shown in the example below. 

 
Table 4 subjective evaluation example 

Scope - subjective evaluation Average score 

4.1.2.1 Situation Reporting 3 

4.1.2.2 Mission Plan 2 

4.1.2.3 Scheduling 4 

4.1.2.4 Resource Management 1 

4.1.2.5 Alert 2 

4.1.2.6 Hospital Communication 3 

4.1.2.7 Tracking of Citizens 1 

4.1.2.8 Sensor Management 4 

4.1.2.9 Enterprise User Authentication and 

Authorization (EUAA) 
2 
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4.1.2.10 Audit Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA) 3 

4.1.2.11 Emergency Situation Map 2 

4.1.2.12 Situation Analysis 1 

4.1.2.13 Permission 3 

4.1.2.13 Configuration 5 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 5 Example of radar chart of objective evaluation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comprehensive Evaluation Report 

 

Result of the comprehensive evaluation all the objective and subjective information will be merged 

with the following rule: 

- Scope: name of the scope 

- Score: (sun of subjective and objective evaluation of the scope)/8  
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Table 5 Example of global evaluation 

Scope - global evaluation Average score 

4.1.2.1 Situation Reporting 4 

4.1.2.2 Mission Plan 2,5 

4.1.2.3 Scheduling 4 

4.1.2.4 Resource Management 2,5 

4.1.2.5 Alert 2,5 

4.1.2.6 Hospital Communication 3,5 

4.1.2.7 Tracking of Citizens 3 

4.1.2.8 Sensor Management 3,5 

4.1.2.9 Enterprise User Authentication and 

Authorization (EUAA) 
2 

4.1.2.10 Audit Trail and Node Authentication (ATNA) 3,5 

4.1.2.11 Emergency Situation Map 2 

4.1.2.12 Situation Analysis 2 

4.1.2.13 Permission 2,5 

4.1.2.13 Configuration 5 

 

 

 

Figure 6 Example of a char radar of a global evaluation 
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3.4 Non-functional evaluation criteria  

3.4.1 Definition of ‘Non-functional Requirement to evaluate  

 

The ISO Non-Functional Requirement (NFR) listed in the introduction is too generic to be applied 

on the C2-SENSE Pilot application. Some of them do not apply well to C2-SENSE.  A study is 

initiated in order to better specify the NFR for the C2-SENSE project. In the following table there 

are all the NFR that will be evaluated during the validation phase with the specified criteria. 
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Table 6 List of Non Functional Requirement and the evaluation criteria 

Quality 
Characteris

tic 

Sub-

Characteristic 
Description Evaluation criteria on C2-SENSE PilotApp 

Intrinsic 
Functional 

Suitability 

Functional 

Appropriateness 

The degree to which the functions facilitate 

the accomplishment of specified tasks and 

objectives  

The function can avoid usage of old communication system as fax or phone 

  
Functional 

Completeness 

The degree to which the set of functions 

covers all the specified tasks and user 

objectives  

The score of desired functionality present in the product. It is strongly 

connected with subjective evaluation described in sec: 3.3.3 

  
Functional 

Correctness 

The degree to which a product provides the 

correct results with the needed degree of 

precision 

The score of incorrect to total of processed transactions; integrity of 

information processed. It is strongly connected with objective evaluation 

described in sec: 3.3.3 

  
Functional 

Targeting 

The degree to which a product supports 

required functionality without introducing 

ancillary, unwanted functionality 

The score of desired functionality present in the product to the total functions 

offered by the product. . It is strongly connected with subjective evaluation 

described in sec: 3.3.3 

 
Performance 

Efficiency 
Time Behavior  

The degree to which the response and 

processing times and throughput rates of a 

product meet requirements 

The information move from an actor to another in near just in time mode (less 

than 5 seconds) 

  
Resource 

Utilization 

The degree to which the amounts and types of 

resources used by a product meet 

requirements 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view 

For each component the following will be monitored and evaluated: 

- Bandwidth,  

- CPU utilization,  

- memory utilization,  

- storage 

 

This NFR will be evaluated according the experience of the technician into 

evaluation team. 

  Capacity 

The degree to which the maximum limits of a 

product or system parameter meet 

requirements 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view 
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Estimate, with all technical partners involved, the maximum amount of system 

involved in the worst case using the IT infrastructure provided. The objective 

is to evaluate the full capacity related to the IT infrastructure provided for the 

pilot app. 

That will be a reference for the future usage 

 
Compatibilit

y 
Co-existence 

The degree to which a product can perform its 

required functions efficiently while sharing a 

common environment and resources with 

other products, without detrimental impact on 

any other product 

The solution must not interfere with other product used by any IA involved. 

  Interoperability 

The degree to which two or more systems, 

products or components can exchange 

information and use the information that has 

been exchanged 

This is strongly connected with objective evaluation described in sec: 3.3.3. If 

the function works than the C2-SENSE Interoperability works. 

 Usability 

 

Appropriateness 

Recognizability 

The degree to which users can recognize 

whether a product or system is appropriate for 

their needs, without having to operate the 

system first 

Since C2-SENSE components are ‘background components, it will be difficult 

to evaluate their ‘usability’ from the IA point of view. IA people can evaluate 

that C2-SENSE work well or not.  

In order to cover this  point the evaluation will be executed from the IT 

experts point of view on: 

- for C2-SENSE tool: tool is really useful? Can it facilitate the work? 

- for C2-SENSE cooperation environment: does it suit the user need?  

  Operability 

The degree to which a product or system has 

attributes that make it easy to operate and 

control 

The degree to which the product can be used without specific training. 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view 

 

  Learnability   

The degree to which a product or system can 

be used by specified users to achieve specified 

goals of learning to use the product or system 

with effectiveness, efficiency, freedom from 

risk and satisfaction in a specified context of 

use 

The time to learn to use the solution at a practical working level to get routine 

tasks done. 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view 
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User Interface 

Aesthetics 

The degree to which a user interface enables 

pleasing and satisfying interaction for the user 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

IA operator does not use the C2-SENSE tool directly. IT operator do, because 

they have to configure and test the system 

 

  
User Error 

Protection 

The degree to which a system protects users 

against making errors 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

This means that if the operator makes some error the tools, in some way, must 

recognize the error and help the operator to solve it. If it does not occur the tool 

needs to be revised. 

 

 Reliability Maturity 
The degree to which a system meets needs for 

reliability under normal operation 

Because C2-SENSE component characteristic this NFR will be evaluated from 

the IT experts’ point of view. 

 

The architecture of the C2-SENSE component in production mode will be 

evaluated by expert of Emergency Response System in order to verify if the 

solution need meet the NFR. 

  Fault Tolerance 

The degree to which a system, product or 

component operates as intended despite the 

presence of hardware or software faults 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

 

Redundancy; replication; diversity; graceful degradation; Availability is the 

probability-based numerical rating of fault tolerance 

 

The architecture of the C2-SENSE component in production mode will be 

evaluated by expert of Emergency Response System in order to verify if the 

solution need meet the NFR. 

  Recoverability 

The degree to which, in the event of an 

interruption or a failure, a product or system 

can recover the data directly affected and re-

establish the desired state of the system 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 
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A possible architecture of the C2-SENSE component in production mode will 

be evaluated by expert of Emergency Response System in order to verify if the 

solution need meet the NFR. 

IT expert evaluates the possibility to configure the system in order to get the 

desired recoverability parameter. 

 

In particular the following will be evaluated:  

 Recovery Time Objective (RTO): It’s the time to recover full 

functions after disaster. It must tend to 0 in Emergency management   

 Recovery Point Objective (RPO): Max time from data producing 

and data backup.  It must be near to 0 in Emergency management 

 High availability architecture ready: evaluate if the architecture can 

be configured in order to have :  

o Mean time to restore/repair (MTTR): near real time 

o mean time to recover (data): near real time 

o backup frequency (snapshots; hot; scheduled; mirroring); 

High frequency data backup/replication 

o disaster recovery, even with multiple server farm 

 

The evaluation will be performed on all C2-SENSE components deployable in 

production mode. 

 

For every enlisted point, a possible architecture (also not implemented into C2-

SENSE Pilot Application) will be evaluated in order to understand if the 

solution can be used in the real world or not. This evaluation will be performed 

with the help of the team involved into the developing phase of the component. 

 

  
Client 

Recoverability 

The degree to which in event of a problem on 

client side (agency C2-SYSTEM system) the 

solution can recover all the information lost 

by the client  

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

In particular will be evaluated the possibility of the architecture to cope to the 

following situations: 

 What happens if a C2-SYSTEM system crash and information profile 

is lost?  

  C2 system can retrieve past information, related to integration 

profiles, using C2-SENSE component  
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  Availability 

The degree to which a system, product or 

component is operational and accessible when 

required for use 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

 

  Robustness 

The ability of a product to cope with errors 

during execution or the ability of an algorithm 

to continue to operate despite abnormalities in 

conditions, input, calculations, etc. 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

Some function will be randomly selected and stressed in order to verify the 

robustness of the system.  

The following will be tested: 

- huge message provided by a supplier (message with an attachment of 

200Mb (video) 

- tons of message provided by a supplier (many messages per seconds) 

 Security Confidentiality 

The degree to which a product or system 

ensures that data are accessible only to those 

authorized to have access 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

The system will be evaluated in order to verify the following criteria: 

- authentication: all communication bust be authenticated  

- security 

  Integrity 

The probability that errors or attacks will not 

lead to access or damage to the state of the 

system, including data, code, etc 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

 

  Non-repudiation 

The degree to which actions or events can be 

proven to have taken place, so that the events 

or actions cannot be repudiated later 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

This is a very important point. The information that travels on C2-SENSE is 

real information? Is the publisher licensed to operate? 
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  Accountability 
The degree to which the actions of an entity 

can be traced uniquely to the entity 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

This is the objective of the ATNA profile.  

Audit logs; transaction logs; user session logs; not modifiable by 

Administrator; retention rules 

  Authenticity 

The degree to which the identity of a subject 

or resource can be proved to be the one 

claimed 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

multi-factor authentication;  

 
Maintainabil

ity 
Scalability 

The degree to which the product can 

efficiently and effectively accommodate 

increases to its original Capacity 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

Will be evaluated the potential scalability solution with the available 

component. Will be evaluated: Horizontal scaling, vertical scaling; module 

replication; built-in clustering; load balancing 

  Modularity 

The degree to which a product is composed of 

discrete components such that a change to one 

component has minimal impact on other 

components 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

The ability of the solution to be delivered, deployed, maintained and 

administered in self-contained units 

  Analyzability 

The degree of effectiveness and efficiency 

with which it is possible to assess the impact 

on a product or system of an intended change 

to one or more of its parts, or to diagnose a 

product for deficiencies or causes of failures, 

or to identify parts to be modified 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

Will be evaluate the presence (or the possibility to have in production mode) 

of means for Failure Analysis Time (the mean time needed to analyze a failure 

and to discover the faults that arise from the failure);  

solution can analyze its own faults and provide reports prior to a failure or other 

event; transaction logs; debug mode 

  Modifiability 

The degree to which a product's functionality 

can be effectively and efficiently modified 

without introducing defects or degrading 

existing product quality 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

The average amount of effort needed to modify the product; the functionality 

that can be changed by configuration or other means other than coding 
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  Testability 

The degree of effectiveness and efficiency 

with which test criteria can be established for 

a product and tests can be performed to 

determine whether those criteria have been 

met 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

 

  Manageability 

The degree to which the product facilitates 

efficient and effective management of its 

operations 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

The ratio of effort put in controlling (administering, maintaining) the product 

to the total hours of operation of the product. 

Will be evaluated the manageability especially for: 

- adding new agency-solution and its management system 

- modification of profiles configuration in order accomplish IA needs 

- removing  the agency from the profile 

-  

  Reusability 

The degree to which product or product 

component can be used in more than one 

system, or in building other solutions 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

Ability to host other solutions (servers, network components, storage; 

databases; web servers and other application platforms); ability to participate 

in "mash-ups" or other plug-and-play ad hoc solutions 

In particular will be evaluated the possibility to use the system in ASP mode 

(application service provide) 

 Portability Adaptability 

The degree to which a product or system can 

effectively and efficiently be adapted for 

different or evolving hardware, software or 

other operational or usage environments 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts’ point of view. 

Single platform solution will not have a positive score. 

Component to be evaluated are: 

- Operating system 

- Database 

- Hardware constraints (if any) 

  
Internationalizat

ion 

The ability to change the system to deal with 

additional international conventions  
Support for multiple such as languages, number formats, currencies, etc. 

Usage 
Effectivenes

s 
Effectiveness 

The accuracy and completeness with which 

users achieve specified goals 

It is strongly connected with objective and subjective evaluation described in 

Sec. 3.3.3 
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The system if effective is the operators find it effective and will be evaluated 

the risk for the IA. 

For example: 

- Operator will be advised if the information is not delivered? 

- Operator if the profile cannot be completed? 

 Efficiency Efficiency 

The resources expended in relation to the 

accuracy and completeness with which users 

achieve goals 

It is strongly connected with subjective evaluation described in Sec. 3.3.3 

 

The system is efficient not only because it work fast. An economic analysis is 

needed.  

An estimation of the real cost is needed in order to evaluate the efficiency of 

the solution.  

 Satisfaction Usefulness 

The degree to which a user is satisfied with 

their perceived achievement of pragmatic 

goals, including the results of use and the 

consequences of use 

It is strongly connected with subjective evaluation described in Sec. 3.3.3 

 

  Comfort 
The degree to which the user is satisfied with 

physical comfort 

Ergonomic design of the solution for the C2-SENSE component that has a UI 

(like Emergency Maps Tool)  

 
Context 

Coverage  

freedom from 

risk 

Is the system usage free from risk for the 

operators? 

The system if effective is the operators find it effective and will be evaluated 

the risk for the IA. 

For example:  

- Operator will be advised if the information is not delivered? 

- Operator if the profile cannot be completed? 

 
Service 

Experience 

Service 

Availability 

The degree to which the solution is obligated 

to be available for use 

The solution must be available 24/7 not less with 99.95% year uptime. 

Because C2-SENSE component is characteristic this NFR will be evaluated 

from the IT experts point of view. The solution will be examined be technical 

expert in order to understand if the requirement it met or not. 

 

  

External Service Cost Acquisition Cost 

The resource costs (non-staff) involved with 

acquiring and deploying all of the requisite 

components of the product 

 

An estimation of the cost will be provided. The appropriateness will be 

evaluated with the IA final user.  

The cost will be shared among different agency. This aspect will be considered 

in evaluating this point. 
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HW/SW costs; licensing costs; deployment costs (i.e. additional 

infrastructure); vendor consultant costs; Training costs 

  
Operational 

Cost 

The cost of maintaining on-going operations 

of the product 

An estimation of the cost will be provided. The appropriateness will be 

evaluated with the IA final user.  

The cost will be shared among different agency. This aspect will be considered 

in evaluating this point. 

 

  Retirement Cost 
The cost of removing the product from the 

environment 

An estimation of the cost will be provided. The appropriateness will be 

evaluated with the IA final user.  

The cost will be shared among different agency. This aspect will be considered 

in evaluating this point. 
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3.4.2 How to evaluate non-functional requirements  

 

 

Evaluation rule and result 

 

The evaluation of functional criteria will be performed in three steps: 

 

First step: Assign a score to every NFR characteristic on every component enlisted in sec 

3.2.1 

 

The evaluation team will assign a score to every NFR identified on every C2-SENSE 

component. 

 

 It’s a complex task. The driver to assign the right score is the ‘user acceptance’ point of view. 

So the evaluator team must simulate a ‘user acceptance test’ and then assign the correct score 

according the following rules: 

 

- 0:  NFR not covered by the solution at all  

- 1: NFR covered minimally but is not sufficient and cannot be accepted in the real world 

- 2: NFR covered but some important issue was detected (Eg: bad performance, etc.). 

The IA cannot accept the solution in the real world. 

- 3: NFR covered but some important issue was detected (Eg: a component is not working 

well (eg. alerting works but do not send email), etc.). The IA can accept the issue 

temporarily with the promise of a fix. 

- 4: NFR covered and it is coherent with the reference. Some small issue was identified 

but a user can accept the solution  

- 5: NFR covered, it is coherent with the reference and no issue was identified. 

 

If the criteria does not apply to the component a default score of 5 is assigned. 

 

Annotation: in order to identify issue it’s important to mix: 

 IA operator’s point of view 

 Technical point of view 

 State of the art of IT solutions 

 

Every score is accompanied by an annotation, if necessary, in order to clarify or specify why 

that score was assigned. 

 

Second step: group the data per C2-SENSE component  

 

All the data gathered in first step will be reduced in order to have a comprehensive view per 

characteristic-component. A table like the following one will be elaborated: 

 

Table 7 Example of score data grouping per component 

quality characteristic Component average score 

Intrinsic Functional 

Suitability 

Collaboration 

environment 

4 
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Intrinsic Functional 

Suitability 

Profile editor 4 

    

    

 

This reports highlight specific component problem or specific component qualities. 

 

 

Third step: Global Evaluation and Report 

 

Results of the second step will be enlisted in a grid with the data: 

 Quality: name of the quality 

 Characteristic: average of the point collected on the first step 

 Score: 4*(average point collected by all components on that characteristic)/(4*(number 

of all function of the characteristic).  

 
 

A grid and a Radar Chart will be elaborated in order to visually evaluate the global Non-

Functional Requirement compliancy. See the following example  
 

Table 8 Non Functional Requirement score example 
 

Quality Characteristic 
NFR 

Score 

Intrinsic Functional Suitability 4 

  Performance Efficiency 3 

  Compatibility 2 

  Usability 2 

  Reliability 4 

  Security 3 

  Maintainability 4 

  Portability 2 

Usage Effectiveness 4 

  Efficiency 2 

  Satisfaction 4 

  Context Coverage  3 

  Service Experience 4 

External Service Cost 2 
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Figure 7 Example of radar chart of Non Functional evaluation 
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